THE AWARD WINNING

NEW MUSSO SPORTS & MUSSO GRAND.

BOLDER POWERFUL DESIGN

Evolving with the times, the new Musso and Musso Grand is a genuine
pick-up truck that combines advanced technologies with all the practicalities of a traditional pick-up.
Experience a styling that is vbolder and more powerful than ever.
HID headlamps

Bold new grille design

LED front foglamps

A TOUCH OF ELEGANCE
IN EVERYTHING AROUND YOU

The new Musso is a formidable work machine with a
blend of luxury in everything you see and feel. A perfect
ambience to gear up for the start of your work day and
unwind on the cruise home after.

Cluster with 3.5” trip computer

Remote controls switches and cruise
control system on the steering wheel

Dual-zone fully automatic/manually
controlled air-conditioning

Overhead console with LED map lamps

THE ROAD TO FREEDOM
IS THRILLING
Experience the thrill of a lifetime with exhilarating power
and dynamic handling characteristics. The new Musso’s
E-XDI power plant is now �tted with an all new
turbocharger combined with part-time 4WD for
optimised e�ciency and handling across all terrains.

ENJOY YOUR ACCOMODATING

The new Musso comes with an upgraded power plant, with all new
turbochargers for increased power and e�ciency. Enjoy improved
fuel economy and driving dynamics.

Whether you have a taste for adventure or looking for a reliable workhorse and
everyday commute, with the new Musso you can enjoy the best of both worlds.

E-XDI 220 DIESEL ENGINE

202
441

Max Power
ps / 3,800rpm
Max Torque
Nm / 1,600~2,600rpm

*6MT : Max Torque
400Nm / 1,400~2,800rpm

EXPRESSIVELY DOMINANT ON EVERY ROAD

The new Musso is the ultimate package of powerful driving experience and
sporty dynamic styling; more than capable o�-road with re�ned sedan-like
features for urban and highway cruising made possible with part-time 4WD.

BALANCED DRIVE MAXIMUM STABILITY

A new quad frame design chassis built with ultra-high tensile strength steel,
that isolates road shock when driving over rugged terrain or speed bumps,
ensuring optimal stability. This ultra strong frame along with the new �ve link
suspension also allows for class leading payload hauling.

MUSSO SPORTS

495

Max load
KG

UNCOMPROMISING SAFETY

The new Musso features uncompromising safety with
6 airbags that protects passengers from all angles.
Combined with a highly strengthened chassis and
integrated ‘crash zones’ at the front which is designed
to absorb force in the event of frontal collision.

MUSSO GRAND

710

Max load
KG
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